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- New best Jordans for sale Release date

Run on a "" with the distance it brother shoes, has been more than a month of time, you have the same shoes ask not experience
during this period? Xiao Bian today once again lead everyone to look at the stars for 20141114 in Xiushan island in this program
where several shoes! 1. Angelababy Adidas CC ride & Adidas duramo 6 atr;is still a goddess due diligence spokesperson to
appear on the screen, Adidas it is not easy to find such a beautiful and responsible spokesperson. Two although the shoes are not
brand flagship series, but are very suitable for wearing in lightweight sports. 2. Zheng Kai - Li Ninghu & 2014; the glory of Lining
sports life leisure shoes in the first few years of the program, Zheng Kai also wore the Lining arc 2014. Since Lining became the
spokesperson, Zheng Kai also began dutifully in the show wearing brand shoes. 3. Wong Cho Lam - Free Nike 4 FlyknitFree cutting
large bottom flexible light, Flyknit woven upper breathable fit, the combination of the two shoes, wearing comfort, no need to boast
more. Can only say, although Wong Cho Lam can not win the game, but the choice of shoes or a very good eye. 4. Yi - Jordan
5Airafter South Korea stand Lin update that section Future Jordan, which is the second basketball shoes in Ben brother. In recent
years, in addition to the popularity of retro running shoes, the trend of more people began eyeing the AJ basketball shoes, almost a
hot color like aj5, AJ6 "shoe" hard to come by. 5. Hu Haiquan - Nike Flyknit Lunar2if Nike Free and Nike Flyknit is the upper end of
the combination collocation, the Lunarlon is sure to jump out of the defiant! Lunarlon excellent slow shock resistance to harvest a
large number of shoe fan heart, and flyknit woven upper combination is Nike another important series. 6. Deng Chao, Nike Air Max
2014< p > recently Deng Chao than funny image almost already thorough popular feeling, but in this period ran the brother was
uncharacteristically, select the a black color of the shoes, feeling and character is not take it! < p > more the latest shoes running
shoes, NBA anecdotes and sports knowledge, please pay attention to the most Niubi sports equipment community [when off],
microblogging search "when off, micro channel search dunkhome and extra welfare wayward send.
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